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Competition rules for StuFFs christmas calendar 2020 

To have a chance at winning you must:  
 

1. Be a member in StuFF 
2. Follow us on Instagram and Facebook  
3. Give the post about the competition a like on our Instagram  
4. Send an e-maila with your answer to julkalender@stuff.liu.se the same day as the 

competition is published. (The winner gets decided on the day after the day of  the 
competition) 

5. In the e-mailet you also have to send your LiU-id, your name and your instagram-name so 
that we can control that all the steps above has been completed.  

Details about the competition:  
- Competitions where there will be prizes will occur every Monday, Tuesday and Thursday in 

December until Christmas eve.  
- The winner always gets decided on the day after the competition.  
- The winner of  the Monday-competitions and Thursday-competitions will be informed via e-

mail on Friday December 11th or Wednesday December 23d. The winner of  the 24th 
December competition will be informed on January 11th via e-mail.  

- The winner of  the Tuesday-competitions will always be informed on Wednesday, the day 
after the competition occurred.  

- Bellow every competition post on Instagram there will be information on how the prize will 
be handed out. How the prize will be handed out may change but we will always keep a 
dialog with the winner about the distribution of  the prizes.  

- The winner is responsible for being able to collect and receive their prize.  
- The prizes will be distributed at different dates, all depending on the method of  the 

distribution and the winners ability to collect the prize. StuFF will enable the chance for the 
winner to collect their prize no later than during the month of  January. If  the winner for any 
reasons wishes to collect his or her prize later, this is done in dialogue with StuFF.  

- It will be possible to collect the prize in both Linköping and Norrköping.  
- A member can only win one prize. If  a member has already won a prize in one of  the 

competitions in StuFFs Christmas calendar 2020 he or she cannot win another prize in 
StuFFs calendar 2020.   


